AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
Columbia, SC 29202
June 22, 2012
General Allison Hickey, Under Secretary for Benefits
Office of the Under Secretary
810 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20420
Dear General Hickey:
This letter is to express concerns from American Federation of Government Employees
Local 520 regarding the abuse of authority by Mr. Carl W. Hawkins Jr. This abuse of
authority has had an adverse impact on GS4 minority Veterans - disabled, military
retirees, college graduates.
On June 27, 2012, there will be an arbitration hearing on discrimination and upward
mobility of GS4 employees. The American taxpayer's dollars will be spent on defending
blatant discrimination.
On September 26, 2011, Mr. James T. McLawhorn, Jr., Chairman of the U.S. Department
of Advisory on Minority Veterans, sent an email with an executive summary of the issue
to Assistant Secretary John Sepulveda.
On September 26, 2011, Ms. Leslie Wiggins sent an email to Local 520 indicating, "Your
concern was forwarded to us by Assistant Secretary John Sepulveda who is concerned
about the matters you raised as well and we will follow up as soon as we can."
Local 520 has been waiting for a response since that time.
In a response to a NY Times article VA stated, ".. .our dedicated employees are critical to
providing veterans with timely, quality benefits." Yes they are, and VA should take care
of them.
This has been a tragedy that has lasted for nearly a decade. Moreover, if it had not been
for the actions of Local 520, it would have been worst. These Veteran-employees have
not only served their Country in hostile conditions, but also served their fellow Veterans
daily.

:
The entire VA Chain of Command has allowed this abuse of authority and discrimination
to happen and we have the proof.
When a Senior Executive of the executive branch dishonors the President of United
States of America for 2 l/2 years and did not do so prior to the election of the first African
American president and has been allowed to get away with it, it speaks volumes about the
VA system that exists.
Local 520 requests that you provide an independent set of eyes to review this matter and
stop the misuse of taxpayer's dollars and the discrimination of these GS4 Veterans.
After an independent review of the evidence, Local 520 will accept the results and close
this horrible chapter of VARO Columbia history.
Sincerely,

Ronald Robinson
AFGE Local 520
President

Encl:
1. Email, Mr. McLawhorn Jr with Executive Summary, September 26, 2011
2. Email, Ms. Wiggins, September 26, 2011

Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people. Proverbs 14:34
When the righteous are in authority the people rejoice, but when the wicked beareth rule,
the people mourn. Proverbs 29:2
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Subject: Complaints of alleged discrimination aganist minority VA employees
From:
To:

CULSC@aol.com (CULSC@aol.com)
john.sepulveda@va.gov;

Cc:

lucretia.mcclenney@va.gov; will.gunn@va.gov; rbnsnrnld@yahoo.com;

Date:

Monday, September 26, 2011 9:36 AM

The Honorable John Sepulveda,
As chairman of the U.S. Department of Advisory Committee on Minority Veterans and President & CEO of the
Columbia Urban League, I am requesting that your office review long standing allegations of racial discrimination,
disparity and unfair treatment of minorities, specifically African Americans, at the South Carolina Regional VA
Office that are listed in the attachment.
This attached summary was prepared and submitted by Ronald Robinson, President of AFGE Local 520.
Thank you for your review of this matter.

James T. McLawhorn, Jr.
President & CEO
Columbia Urban League, Inc.
1400 Barn well Street
PO Box 50125
Columbia, SC 29250-0125
803.799.8150 phone ext. 140
803.254.6052 fax

&<//
http://us.mgl .mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch
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Robinson, Ronald, VBACMS
From:

Wiggins, Leslie (SES)

Sent:

Monday, September 26, 2011 1:47 PM

To:

Robinson, Ronald, VBACMS

Cc:

Franco, Rosa (SES) ORM; McClenney, Lucretia (SES); Rubens, Diana (SES), VBAVACO

Subject:

Attached Executive Summary

Importance:

High

Attachments: ExecutiveSummaryMinorityVeterans.doc

Hi Mr. Robinson,
Thanks again for the call to clarify what you really think needs to happen about the concerns
you outlined in this summary about the Columbia Regional Office.
If I can summarize for my colleagues copied on this email you feel that over a period of seven
years minority veteran employees have suffered from discriminatory treatment with regard to
hiring and promotion opportunities. Although you are/have considered filing a class action suit
you would like to see the senior leadership of the Department or another appropriate office
investigate why this type of discriminatory treatment has been allowed to continue.
I have copied to assist in deciding what the best course of action would be are the Chief of
Staff from VBA; Diana Rubens, the Director of our Center for Minority Veterans Lucretia
McClenney; and Rosa Franco our Deputy Assistant Secretary from the Office of Resolution
Management.
Your concern was forwarded to us by Assistant Secretary John Sepulveda who is concerned
about the matters you raised as well and we will follow up as soon as we can.
Respectfully,
Leslie Wiggins
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Department of Veterans Affairs
Labor Management Relations

(202)461-4122

01/25/2012
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Executive Summary
For nearly a decade, there has been an ongoing struggle for African American GS4
veteran employees to advance at the Columbia Regional Office.
On June 7, 2002, the issue of discrimination against Program Support Clerks and
Disabled Veterans was arbitrated in FMCS case #02-03090. The arbitrator's primary
argument for ruling for the Agency on September 13, 2002 was "In 1999 an effort called
Business Processing Reengineering (hereinafter referred to as BPR) was implemented at
Columbia. It was reorganization designed to enhance efficiency of operations, and
entailed the abolishment of some positions. It was negotiated nationally with AFGE, and
according to Director of the Columbia Regional Office Carl Hawkins, regional offices
were required to comply. As a result, GS 5 Program Support Clerk positions (hereinafter
referred to as PSCs) were largely deleted with some duties being transferred to Veterans
Service Representative positions (hereinafter referred to as VSRs). Hawkins said he was
told he was not authorized to establish GS 5 PSC positions." It further states, "Regional
Office Director Carl Hawkins testified that when the BPR came out, he was advised that
he was not authorized to established GS5 PSC positions."
However, prior to this September 13, 2002 arbitration the VBA reorganized under a new
business model called Claims Processing Improvement (CPI) which was implemented at
the Columbia VARO in August 2002. The CPI authorized one Claims Assistant
positions GS5 or GS6 for each team created in the Veteran Service Center except for
Triage which several was authorized..
The Union and management engaged in dialogue about the new Claims Assistant GS5
and 6 positions beginning on July 21, 2002.
•

AFGE Local 520 Letter dated July 21, 2002, states, "We do not have Claims
Assistants in the local plan" and "The report calls for Claims Assistant to do
administrative work designed to let the VSR, RVSR, and other employees focus
on claims processing."

•

RO 319 Memo dated September 13, 2002, Carl Hawkins, stated, "3. OFO has
informed each office that the CPI Task Force Report is a guideline. ... According
to OFO, management is not required to place into effect all or any of these
positions and should be based upon the local office's needs and staffing levels. 4.
On August 21, 2002, we again received confirmation from OFO that the Claims
Assistant and Super Senior positions should be filled as local resources permit and
at the station's discretion. Discussions with many other directors indicate their
plans are consistent with Columbia's. 6. With regard to the Claims Assistant
position, we are staffed with sufficient VSRs to perform CAPS maintenance and
other duties described in that position description."

The Claim Processing Improvement (CPI), which was implemented at this station on
August 1, 2002, states, "We believe the CPI model will significantly improve claims
processing. Throughout the report, wherever possible, we have been very specific in the
types of positions assigned to each teams, the grades assigned to those positions and the
duties for those positions. We have also enlisted the help of the Office of Human
Resources to write the Position Descriptions for the positions listed in this report.
Deviation from the model (other than those specifically indicated in the implementation
plan), including (but not limited to) changes in position descriptions, creation of
additional positions or changes to grade structure, should only be permitted based upon a
specific request from the RO Director to the Under Secretary of Benefits. The request
must be based upon sound business principles and must not be implemented without prior
approval of the Under Secretary."
Furthermore, the Union received this email Subject: CPI and Directors Flexibility, dated
October 4, 2002, from Mike Walcoff, VBAVAGO's which he stated, "Where the CPI
models calls for Sr. Authorizer and Claims Assistant positions, stations will be required
to fill them. We are getting Tables of Organization from every station and will review
their staffing."
The VARO Columbia finally published a Veterans Service Center Organizational Chart,
dated November 7, 2002, which authorized 9 Claims Assistant (CA) positions with a
Note 2 stating, "CA Positions have not yet been filled."
The VARO Columbia Veterans Service Center Organizational Chart, dated March 3,
2003, authorizes 9 Claims Assistant (CA) positions with Note 1 and 2 stating, "Only one
CA Positions has been filled and Intake Specialist Position has not yet been filled.
The VARO Columbia Veterans Service Center Organizational Chart, dated August 4,
2003, authorizes 2 Claims Assistant (CA) positions and eliminated the other 7 positions.
However, the one in the Public Contact Team was listed as GS-962-5 which was not a
CA position.
On January 13, 2006, the VARO Columbia responded to a Union's information request
that no request for an exception to CPI regarding the claims assistant positions had been
requested from Central Office as required by VBA Letter 20-04-29.
According to VARO Columbia Circular 00-04-05 dated November 24, 2003, requests to
fill vacancies, establish new positions, abolish positions, or to change the grade of
existing positions by adding or deleting duties will be submitted to the Position
Management Coordinator who is the Assistant Director. However, when the Union asked
for documentation for deleting these positions, management could not produce it.
Moreover, the Union's request for a copy of the document requesting deviation from the
CPI as pertains to the Claims Assistant position resulted in a negative response.

The CPI also states, "One of the over aching themes in all of the Recommendations in the
Task Force Report was accountability for all employees, from the leadership in Central
Office to the mail clerks in the RO. We couldn't agree more. The Task Team strongly
believes in order to hold people accountable you must be able to measure their
performance. The most effective way to measure performance is to ensure effective
measurement systems are in place. To be effective, those systems must be measuring the
same things. This cannot happen if each RO is allowed to organize the claims process
differently from other ROs and create, post and fill positions differently from those used
in other ROs. Uniformity in decision-making and standardization in RO organizational
structure are musts."
The Union notes that despite VBA's requirement for a bridge position (Claims Assistant
GS5 or 6); VARO Columbia did not authorized the position in accordance with VA
Claims Processing Improvement (CPI) directive. The RO has continues to discriminate
against minority GS4 employees, the majority are also veterans and disabled veterans, by
deliberately not complying with the CPI directive. They have never filled the Claims
Assistant positions in the Post Determination Team, Predetermination Team, Rating
Teams, and Public Contact. Furthermore, they did not placed the required numbers in the
Triage Team Control Point.
On May 4, 2006, the Union filed a Step 3 grievance for violation of Article 36, Upward
Mobility. The VARO agreed to file an upward mobility position above the GS-4 level
within 90 days of its May 16, 2006 decision.
On May 5, 2006, the Union filed a Step 3 grievance for violation of Article 17, Equal
Employment Opportunity. On May 16, 2006, the Grievance decision stated, "..to resolve
this grievance management will formalize a training program for Program Support Clerks
with the first training session to be held in June 2006 and management will also publish a
position vacancy announcement within 30 days of this memorandum."
On August 4, 2006, EEOC No. 140-2006-0005X, the EEOC ruled that the Agency
discriminated against an employee of the VARO for Race (Black) and Reprisal (Prior
EEO activity) for denial of the position of Supervisory Veterans Service Representative,
GS13.
On August 10, 2006 - Vacancy Announcement 2006-207-SC; GS-998-5T6 No. of
Positions: 3 was posted. There were 7 African American applicants. Three were selected
for the Triage Team - 2 Black females and 1 Black male.
Since the posting of the one CA position in 2003 and the 3 in 2006, all other CA
positions have been posted to backfill these 4 positions. The latest vacancy
announcement for the CA position was announced for 1 position to backfill, but two
employees were selected and of course one was the only GS4 white male.
Over the course of nearly a decade minority veteran GS4 employees have been denied the
opportunity to advance despite the fact that VBA authorized a bridge position (Claims
Assistant) which was negotiated with AFGE.

The Director Carl W. Hawkins Jr. argued that he was not authorized to post PSC GS5
position under BPR. However, although authorized and mandated by the CPI, the Claims
Assistant position GS5 or GS6 was not been authorized as directed. As a result,
discrimination - adverse impact has been the plan for these GS4 minority employees
especially Black male veterans. However, the few GS4 white employees employed
during this period did advanced.
Since the promotion opportunity did not exist internally, these internal minority veterans
GS4 employees and others apply for the VSR position externally when announced under
the Veterans Readjustments Act (VRA) and Veterans Equal Opportunity Act (VEOA).
Multiple certificates were created which is the norm for the VARO Columbia. Although
legal, it has been used as a discriminatory weapon for positions internally and externally.
These African American employees were qualified and referred to the Veterans Service
Center Manager (VSCM) John Ballenger for selection, but he did not use one recruitment
certificate that their names appeared on, but used another certificate without their names
or the Career Intern Program that were out of their reach.
It is noteworthy to mention that the Career Intern program was abolished because the
MSPB ruled that the Career Intern program violated veterans' preference and the GS4
veteran employee complainant in this case was assigned to the VARO Columbia.
The VARO has had other opportunities over the course of calendar year 2011 to give
these GS4 African American veterans the opportunity for advancement, but have used
tactics to bypass them.
Information obtained through Freedom of Information Act reveals the disparity between
the VARO Columbia and other stations with 400 or more FTEs pertaining to the number
of CA positions assigned.
In July 2011, three Claims Assistant GS6's African American military retirees and
disabled veterans were removed from their primary duties and given the primary duties as
GS4 file clerks. This is just another indication of limiting African Americans from
honing their skills for greater opportunities.
Despite the fact that the VA created a bridge position, Claims Assistant, and the VA and
the contract promotes the use of bridge positions, the VARO Columbia's management
continues not to use it.
Moreover, if it was not for the efforts of the Union, there would only be one Claims
Assistant position in Columbia.

For nearly a decade, the Columbia VARO has discriminated against GS4 African
American employees who are also veterans (military retirees, college graduates, special
disabled and disabled) and over this period have made up over 90% of this population.
According the MD 715 as of September 30, 2010, the VARO Columbia GS4 Population
by Race shows a total of 26 employees - 1 White 3.85%; 25 Blacks 96.15; Hisp 0%;
Asian 0%; Am Ind 0; Others 0%
This discriminatory act has and continues to deny them the opportunity to advance
according to their abilities, therefore, depriving them of an opportunity for upward
mobility. The VARO Columbia action's has had an adverse impact on these GS4
minority employees especially Black males.
More importantly, some of these veteran-employees that are being denied opportunities
served in Desert Storm/Shield, Iraq, Afghanistan and Somalia and have placed their lives
on the line for our Country. However, they are being denied opportunities by a Director
who never served.
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LonaldRobinson
AFGE Local 520
President

